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ON MODULES W I T H EXTENDING PROPERTIES
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We have defined the extending property of uniform submodules and of
direct sums of independent submodules in [5]. We also have studied modules
with lifting property in [4].

In this note, we shall give results dual to those in [4] for the extending
properties. Finally, we shall give the completely forms of modules with ex-
tending property of uniform submodules over a Dededind domain.

1 Definitions

Throughout this paper we assume that a ring R has the identity element and
every module M is a unitary right i?-module. We recall here defintions in [5].

If End;? (M) is a local ring, we call M a completely indecomposable. We denote
the socle and an injective envelope of M by S(M) and E(M), respectively. Let

If a submodule L of T is contained in Σ 0 Γ Λ for some finite

subset J of K, we say L infinitely contained (briefly f.c.) (with respect to Σ ®TΔ.
K

It is clear that this defintion depends on the direct decomposition of T. We
have studied a cyclic hollow module in [3]. We note that the concept dual to
a cyclic hollow module is a uniform module with non-zero socle.

If a submodule N of M is essential in M, we indicate it by MeΏ.N. Let
{Cy}1 be set of independent submodules with certain property (*). If there
exists a set of independent submodules {iVy}/ such that NyeΏCy for all γ e /
and Σ θ i V γ is a direct summand of M, we say the direct sum of {Cγ}7 with (*)

is essentially extended to a direct summand of M. If every direct sum of indepen-
dent submodules with (*) is essentially extended to a direct summand of M,
then we say M has the extending property of direct sums of independent submodules
with (*). Especially, if S ( M ) - Σ 0 C 7 and M=ΣθΛΓ γ in the above, we sayΣ 7 Σ
M has the extending property of direct decompositions of S(M). Next, we consider
a case of | / | (=the cardinal of / ) = 1 . In this case we say M has the extending
property of submodules with (*).

In order to get good results, we always assume Tλ is completely indecomposable
in the above when | / | = 1 and Cλ is uniform.
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If for any finite subset / of /, 2 0 C δ is a direct summand of M, Σ

is called a locally direct summand of M [6]. Finally we quote here the definition
in [5].

(M-I) Every monomorphism of M into itself is an isomorphism.
We refer the reader for other definitions to [5].

2 Extending property on direct sums

Let {MΛ}j be a set of completely indecomposable modules and M— 2 ®M Λ .

We shall study the extending property of M when MΛ is uniform. We note
that almost results in this section and the next one are dual to those in [4].

First we shall give the proposition dual to [3], Proposition 2.

Proposition 1. Let N be an R-module with extending property of uniform
module. Then every direct summand has the same property.

Proof. Let N—N^Nz and A a uniform submodule in Λ/Ί. Then N=
Kι®K2 with Kι eΏ.A. Since Kλ has the exchange property by [8], Proposi-
tion 1, N=K1®Nί®N2 and N^N^N^iK^NJ). Let * Φ 0 be in
N1()(K1(BN2) and x—kλ-[-n2\ kλ^Kx, n1^N2. Since ^ΦO, there exists r in
R such that V + o E A Hence, xr — k^r = n2r^Nι{\N2 = ϋ. Therefore,

REMARK. In the above proof, we know that A is esentially extended to a
direct summand of Nx without assumption "uniform on A", if K1 has the ex-
change property.

Corollary 1. Let N be as above. If the Goldie dimension of N is finite,

JV= 2 (BNi and the N{ are uniform and completely indecomposable modules.
i = l

Corollary 2. Let N be an R-module with S(iV)Φ0. We assume S(N)=
n

2 ®Ai the A{ are simple and that every simple submodule in S(N) is essentially

extended to a completely indecomposable and direct summand of N. Then N —

; the N{ are uniform and"Σle>S(Ni)=S(N)> S(K)=0.
ί=l

Next we study the dual to [4], Theorems 1 and 2. Let {MΛ}7 be a set of
completely indecomposable and uniform modules with non-zero socles and
I = Σ Θ I Λ . Since we have obtained Proposition 1 which is dual to [3],

Proposition 2, we have

Theorem 1. Let {Mc6}1 and M be as above. We assume {Ma}1 is locally
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semi-T-nilpotent. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

1) M has the extending property of simple modules.

2) M has the extending property of submodules in S(M).

3) Every direct summand of M has the above property.

Theorem 2. Let {Ma} 7 be a set of uniform modules (not necessarily com-

pletely indecomposable) and Λ ί = Σ ®MΛ. Then the following conditions are equi-

valent:

1) M has the extending property of direct sums of two independent submodules.

2) M has the extending property of direct sums of finite independent sub-

modules.

3) Let Nλ and N2 be any two independent submodules of M. Then the

projection of Nλ@N2 to Nλ is extended to an element in ΈndR(M).

4) Let Ni be as in 3). Then any element in Hom^(ΛΓ1, N2) is extended to

an element in EndΛ (M).

In this case, for every direct summand K of M, there exists a subset J of I such

that M=K®Y\®My. If the Ns in 3) are direct summands of M, so is N1(&N2.

Further, if f is a monomorphism of N1 to N2, then i m / is a direct summand of N2

(see Remark 2 in §4).

Proof. Let TV be a submodule of M. Then we can find, by Zorn's lemma,
a subset / of / such that {My,N}j is independent and M ^ J V θ Σ θ M γ .

l)-»3). Let N{ be as in 3). Then by 1) we have a decomposition M=TX®
T2@TZ with Tie^Ni (£=1,2). The projection of M onto Tx is the desired
extension.

3)-»2). First we assume that *SΊ and S2 are independent and MβΞ><Sf

1©iS2.

Then there exists a subset / of / such that M ^ ^ θ Σ θ M y (=£)• Let

/: L - > Σ θ M 7 be the projection. Then there exists an element g in EnάR(M)

with g\L=—f Let πj be the projection of M onto Σ ® ^ v w ^ h respect to

M= Σ Θ M V Θ Σ θ M ε . PutF=:π ; gandM / . / (F)= {x+F(x)\x<= 2 ] 0 M ε } (cf.

the proof of [4], Theorem 2). T h e n M = M 7 _ / ( F ) θ Σ ® ^ v . Ltts^S,. Then

s = πJ(s)+πI_j(s) and o = F(s) = Fπj(s)+FπI-.j(s)=-~πJ(s)+FπI-j(s). Hence,

S1 is essential in M^j(F) for S,® JlΦMy ^ M 7 _ 7 ( F ) = e Σ ΘMy. Since

^eM^^F) and S1Π S 2 =0, S2 Π Λf/_/(F)=0 and S2®M^j(F)^βM. Further
Λ f = Λ f / _ / ( F ) 0 Σ θ M γ and M^j{F)^^@Mt. Therefore, we can obtain

similarly to the above that Λf=Λf/_/(F)0Λί/(JPf/) and Mj(F')^eS. We note
that Mj_j(F)^^@Mn and the condition 3) is valid for a direct summand.

Thus, we can prove l)and 2) by the first part and induction on the number
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of independent submodules.
2)-*l). It is clear.
l)->4). Let/beinHom^ίiV!,^). Then N1®N2=N1(f)®N2. There exists
a decomposition M=Tλ®T2@Tz such that i V ^ c , Tx and N2^e T2. Then
—π2\Nλ is the desired extension of/, where τr2: M->T2 is the projection.
4)-»l). We shall quote the same argument as 3)->2). We use the same nota-
tions. Let Λf^SiθΣθΛfγ . Since SιΓiJl®My=09 πwlSΊ is an isomor-

j J

phism. Put Sί=im(»/./ |S1). Then S1={a+/(e)|eeSi>/=zr/(zr/./|iS1)-1: 5{->
^Λf) be an extension of/. Put G^πjgπ^j and MI.J(G)=

{b+G(b)\b^Σl®Mξ}. Then M=M 7 _ 7 (G)ΘΣθM v and M

Similarly, we obtain M=Λf/_/(G)ΘM/(G') and M7(G') β 3 S2. For the remain-
ing parts, we assume iSΊ is a direct summand of M. Then S1=MI^J(G) and so
M=*SΊΘ2 φ M y . Let/GHom 5 (iVj, iV2) be a monomorphism. Then N^f) Π

Λ/Ί=O and so Ni(BN(f) is a direct summand of N^N^ Let 7Γ be the projec-
tion of N}®N2 onto N2. Then im f=π{Nλ{f)) is a direct summand of N2.

Theorem 3 (cf. [5], Theorem 22). Let {M<A}1 and M be as above. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:

1) M has the extending property of finite direct sums offc. uniform modules.
2) HomR (A«y Mβ) is extended to Horn* (MΛ, Mβ) for any a Φ/3 in I and

Proof. l)->2). (cf. the proof of [5], Lemma 34). Let / be in Horn* (Aa, Mβ)
and put A(f)= {a+f(a) \ <=Aa}. We consider the direct sum A(f)@Mβ. Then
there exists a decomposition M=S<ύ@Sβ@S such that Sa ,ΏA(f) and SβeΏ.Mβ.
Since Mβ is a direct summand of M, Sβ=Mβ. Let π: T-+Sβ=Mβ be the pro-
jection for the decomposition T=SΛ®Mβ(BS. Then —π\MΛ is an extension
of/.
2)-^l). Let N= 2 0ΛΓ,- in M with JVf f.c. uniform. Then we may assume

ΛΓc; ]£j 0 M t (®M. Hence, we assume M = VJ 0 M , . We assume there exists

a set of uniform direct summands T{ of M for z<^ such that 7\ #2iVf , T^Mpd)
k m

and M = Σ ® Γ i Φ J ] 0 M p ( ; ), where p is a permutation of {1, 2,—, w}.

Let ^ be the projection of M onto Γ^ or Mp(p) for the above decomposition.
Since fjker (τrp\Nk+1)=0y πq\Nk+ι is an isomorphism for some q. If q$Ξ {&+l>

* k k k

-,w}, putL= Π ker(τrs|Λ^+1)Φθ. Then i c 2 © r { and Σ θ J V C ^ ©Tt ,
*>* + l ί = l ί = l ί = l

which is a contradiction. Hence, we may assume q=k-\-\. Then if we put
Nk^=Ίm{τck+ι\Nk+ι)ςiMp{k+ιh Nk+1={f1(a)+f2(a)+-+fk(a)+a+fk+2(ay- +
fm(a)\aS£Nk+A, where/f=?rβ(^+1|ΛΓik+1)-1 (cf. the proof of [5], Theorem 10).
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Since, Γ ^ M p o , there exists a set of homorphisms {

(KJ=TJ or Kj=Mp(J))} such that gj\Nk+1'=fj. Put Mp(k+1)(g)={g1(b)+'- +

gk(b) + b+gk+2(b) + -+gn(b)\bt£Mp(k+1)}. Then M = Σ θ Γ < Θ M P α + D ( ? ) θ

Σ ΘΛfp(,). It is clear that ΛΓΛ + ]c βMp ( i f e + 1)(^)«Mpα + 1). Therefore, we can
p^k +2

prove the theorem by induction.

Corollary 1 (cf. [5], Theorem 18). We assume each Ma is uniform and com-

pletely indecomposable and further {Ma}j is a locally semi-T-nilpotent. We put

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

1) M has the extending property of direct sums of f.g. uniform modules.

2) Horn;? (Aay Mβ) is extended to Hom^ (M Λ , Mβ) for a φ/3 in I and any f.g.

submodule Aa of MΛ.

Proof. l)-*2). We can use the same argument as the proof of l)-*2) in the

theorem.

2)—>1). Let {AΛ}j be a set of independent and f.g. uniform submodules of M

with MgΏ^Σ ®Aa. We may assume / is a well ordered set and we shall use the

same argument in the proof of [4], Theorem 1. We assume, for each κ^β<Cay

that there exist direct summands Tκ such that TκeΏ.Aκ and 2 ®TK is a locally

direct summand of M. Then M = Σ 0 Γ β 0 Γ and TβeΏ.Aβ, since {MΛ}7 is

semi-T-nilpotent [6]. We may assume T=*ΣJ(BN8) each iVδ is isomorphic to

a module in {MΛ}7 by [2] and [7]. Let π: M->T and π8: T-+Ns be the projections

of M and Γ, respectively. Since ( Σ θ^β) Π Aa=0 and Σ θ T eΏ ΣMβ> π I A*
β«* β«* β«*

is an isomorphism. AΛ being f.g, uniform, πδπ \ Aa is an isomorphism for some

δ. Making use of the method in the proof of the theorem, we obtain M—Σ® Tβ®
β<Λ

Σ ΘTYΘΓδ(/) and Tδ(f)e^A«. Hence, we have proved 2)->l) by trans-
δ'Φδ

finite induction.

Corollary 2 (cf. [5], Corollary 8). Let {MΛ} 7 be a set of uniform modules

with non-zero socles and M= Σ @MΛ. Then the following conditions are equi-

valent:

1) M has the extending property of finite direct sum of simple modules.

2) HomR (S(M*), S(Mβ)) is extended to HomR(May Mβ) for any αΦyS in

I.

Proof. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.

REMARK. Let R be a local self-injective ring with maximal ideal J(R) not

Γ-nilpotent. Put {Rn=E}n. Then En satisfies 2) in Theorem 3. Hence,
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2 Θ En has the extending property of finite direct sum of f.c. uniform

modules, however 2 ®En does not have the extending property of infinite direct

sums (cf. Theorem 4 below).

Let {fn(ΞΪlomR(TyNn)}n be a set of homorphisms. If fn(t)=o for /GΪ 1

and almost n, {/„} is called summable.

Theorem 4 (cf. [5], Theorem 22). Lέtf {Mα}7 be a set of completely indecom-
posable and uniform modules and M = X J θ Λ f Λ . Then the following conditions are
equivalent:

1) M has the extending property of direct sums of independent uniform sub-
modules,

2) {Ma}j is locally semi-T-nilpotent and for any set of summable homomor-
phisms {fβ^HomR(Aa, Mβ)}β^a (a, β^I) there exists a set of summable homomor-
phisms {Fβ e Hom^ (MΛ, Mβ)}, which are extensionss of {fβ}, where AΛ is a sub-
module of MΛ.

Proof. l)-*2). We know from the proof of [5], Theorem 22 that {ΛQ 7

is locally semi-Γ-nilpotent. Let F={fβ} be any set of summable homomor-
phisms in {HomR(AΛy Mβ)}β^ and i Λ c t f Λ < Since F is summable, Aa(F)=
{a+Y±fβ{ά)\atΞAΛ} is an Λ-submodule of M and M ^ i ^ J θ Σ θ ^

Then we have a direct decomposition M^=Mf

Λ®^ ®Mβ by 1). Let πβ: M-*Mβ

be the projection. Then {Fβ=— πβ\Mΰύ} is the desired set.

2)->l). Let M = 2 J ® ^ Λ be any decomposition as in the theorem and B a

uniform submodule of M. Let π*: M->NΛ be projections for each a^I.

Then f] ker πa=0. Let bΦo be in B and b= ΣarΛ.(ί). Then b<= f] ker πβ.

Hence, there exists πβ. such that πΛ.\B is an isomorphism. Now, from 2), the
proofs of Theorem 3 and Corollary 1 and the above remark, we can obtain 1) by
making use of transfinite induction.

3 Modules with extending properties

In the preceeding section, we have studied modules with direct decomposi-
tion. In this section we shall study some relationships between modules with
extending property and direct decomposition of the modules.

Theorem 5. Let M be an R-module. We assume
a) S(M) is essential in M> and
b) End* (S(M)) ΰ extended to End* (M).

Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) M has the extending property of simple modules.
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2) M contains a submodule M' as follows:

i) M ' = ] 2 θ ^ α > : the MΛ are uniform and completely indecomposable and

S(M')=S(M). (End* (S(M')) is extended to EndR{M')).

ii) Mr is a locally direct summand of M and has the extending property of finite

direct sums of simple submodules. In this case, M has the extending property of

finite direct sums of simple modules.

Proof. 2)->l). Let S be a finite direct sum of simple submodule in M.

Then 5 c 2 ®S(MΛi) by i). Since Σ ®MΛi is a direct summand of M by ii)
i = l i=1

and has the extending property of finite direct sums of simple submodules by

Corollary 2 to Theorem 3, M has the same property

l)->2). We can use the argument dual to the proof 2)-»l) of [4], Theorem 3.

Let N be the set of submodules in N' of M such that i V ' = Σ θiVv; the Ny are

uniform and completely indecomposable and N' is a locally direct summand of

M. Let N be maximal in N. We shall show N^eM. There exists a submodule

A of S(M) such that MeΏ.N®A by a). Let K be any finite subset of / and

put NQ = "ΣφNy. Then M=N0®P and S(M) = S(N0)®Σl®S(Ny)®A.

Let π' be the projection of S(M) onto S(N0) and 7r=7r'|S(P). Then we obtain

/EHomΛ(P,iV0) such that f\S(F)= -π by b). Hence, M=P(f)®N0 and

S(P(f))= Σ ®S(N8)®A. If i4Φ0, there exists a direct summand T of P(f)

with S(T)=A by Proposition 1. Hence, Σ A^+Γ is a locally direct summand

of My which contradicts the maximality of N. Therefore, ^4=0. Let Nλ and

N2 be in {JVγ},. Then M=N1(BN2φM0 and we know from b) HomR (S(N1)9

S(N2)) is extended to H o m ^ ^ , N2). Hence, N has the extending property of

finite direct sums of simple submodules by Corollary 2 to Theorem 3.

Theorem 6. Let M be an R-module. We assume that MeΏ.S{M) and

every uniform direct summand of M is artinίan. Then M has the extending property

of simple modules if and only if M contains a submodule Mr satisfying the following.

1) MeΏM' and so S(M)=S(M').

2) M'= Σ ΘΛf* with Ma uniform.

3) Σ @MΛ is a locally direct summand of M.

4) Mf has the extending property of simple module.

Proof. We note that every artinian module satisfies {M-I) and the theorem

is dual to [4], Theorem 4. Therefore, we can prove the theorem by making

use of argument dual to the proof of [4], Theorem 4.

Corollary 1. Let R be a right artinian ring such that every indecomposable

R-injective module is artinian. Then M has the extending property of simple
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modules (resp. of direct sum of simple modules) if and only if M contains a submodule

M' satisfying 1)~4) (resp. 1)^3) and 4') M' has the extending property of direct

decompositions of S(M')).

Proof. The first part is clear from the theorem. We know from the
assumption that every uniform module is completely indecomposable and
satisfies (M-I). Furthermore, every set of uniform modules is Γ-nilpotent by
[1], Lemma 11. We assume M has the extending property of direct sums of two
simple modules. Then M has the extending property of simple modules.
Hence, M has a submodule M' with 1)^3). From the proof of Case 1) of [4],
Theorem 3, its duality and [5], Theorem 23, M' satisfies 4'). The converse is
clear (see the proof [4], Theorem 3).

Corollary 2.1} Let R be a Dedekίnd domain and let M be a torsion R-module.

Then M has the extending property of simple modules if and only if M contains a

submodule Mf satisfying

REMARKS 1. Let Z be the ring of integers and p a prime. Then
ί = l

is a locally direct summand of ΐlZ/p\ Any submodule M of ΠZ/p* containing
CO ' *

essentially 2 θ^/p1' has the extending property of simple module. M i s a

direct sum of indecomposable and uniform modules if and only if M = 2 ®Z\p%

by [1] and [6].

2. Let R be any ring and {Sa)j a set of simple i?-modules. Then

is a locally direct summand of Π SΛ. Hence, every i?-submodule T(eΏ. 2
Λ I

of Π SΛ satisfies the conditions in Theorem 6. This example shows that 4')

in Corollary 1 does not imply the extending property of decomposition of S(M).

4 Modules over Dededind domains

Let R a Dedekind domain. We have determined the types of i?-modules
which have the extending property of direct sums of uniform modules in [5],
Theorem 31. We shall determine the types of 2?-modules which have the
extending property of uniform modules.

We put Q=E(R) and E(p)=E(R/p), where p is prime. Let M be a torsion
free and uniform module. Then we may assume MΏ.R. QIRΏ.MjR^^®

p~tt(p)R, where n(p) is finite or infinite. Put P= {pi\ni(pi)<°°} for M and we
denote M by F(P). Then M is completely indecomposable if and only if P
is a singleton or empty (i.e. M=Q), We note F(P)pΦQ for p^P and
F(P)q=Q for q&P. An i?-module iV is called ^-divisible if pnN=N for all

1) Added in proof. We shall show M—M' in the forth comming paper
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n and we denote the unique maximal ^-divisible submodule of N by N[p].

In the preceeding sections we have assumed that a direct summand of M

which is an extension of a uniform submodule is completely indecomposable.

In the following, we shall drop this assumption. We consider only the extending

property of uniform modules and so we call it simply the extending property.

Theorem 7 (cf. [5], Theorem 31). Let R be a Dedekind domain and M

an R-module. Then M has the extending property of uniform module if and only

if M is one of the following.

1) Mis torsion and M(ρ)=Mί^φM^ and | |M, | - \M2\ | < 1 , where

Mi(dE(p)) is completely indecomposable ( | M ] | = ° o means that M1 is injective).

2) EφMβy where E is injective and Mβ is torsion free and uniform or zero.

Here \Mλ\ means the composition length of Mlf M[J) means the direct sum of

IJ I -copies of Ml9 and M(p) is the p-primary component of M.

We shall prove the theorem by making use of several lemmas below.

First, we recall here useful lemma in [5], which we have used above.

Lemma 1 Let M be an R-module (R is any ring). We assume M=MX®

M2@M3, N is a submodule of Mλ and f^HomR(N, M2). If there exists a direct

summand T of M such that M=T@M2®MZ and T^>N(f)={n+f(n)\neΞN}7

then f is extended to an element in HOIΪIJ^MΊ, M2). Conversely, we assume M=

T® T. Let Abe a submodule of T andg^HomR {A, T). If g is extended to an

element in Hom^(Γ, JΓ), we have a decomposition M=T"®T' such that

T"^A(f)={a+f(a)\la<=A}.

Proof. Let πτ and πMz be the projections of M with respect to the de-

compositions M=TφM2®M3 and M=Mx(BM2(BM3y respectively. Then

πM2(πτ I Λ/j)-G Horn* (Mlf M2) is an extension of /. Put T"=T(g)={t+

g(t) 11G T} for the second assertion.

Lemma 2. Let M be an R-module with the extending property (resp. of

cyclic and uniform module) and M= Γ j φ Γ2. Then 1) if M is torsion free, Tλ has

the extending property (resp. of cyclic and uniform module).

2) If T2 ύ the torsion submodule M(i) of M, Tx and T2 have the above pro-

perty.

Proof. 1) Let N be a uniform submodule (resp. cyclic and uniform submo-

dule) of TV Then there exists a decomposition M=LλφL2 and Lle^Ξ>N.

Let 7rf : M->Ti be the projection. Then since ker7τ2Ξ2iV, 7r2(Li)=0. Hence,

Lι

(^Tι and T1=L1®T1f]L2. 2) Let iV be a uniform submodule (resp. cyclic

and uniform submodule) of M. Then M=LX®L2 and LleΏ.N. If N^T2y

ZqCTV Hence, T2 has the extending property. We assume N^Tlt Then

Lx is torsion free. Hence, T2^L2 and L2= T2φ(T, Π L2). Now, M= T,φT2=
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1! Π L 2 )0Γ 2 . Therefore, T^π^L^φπ^ Π T2) and π^LJ^

Since i? is a hereditary ring, every i?-module M contains the unique maximal
injective submodule E, say M=E@K and K is reduced.

Lemma 3. Let M—E®K be as above. If M has the extending property,
then K does.

Proof. Let N be a uniform submodule of K. Then M=LX®L2 and
LleΏ.N. Since Zq is indecomposable, Lx is either injective or reduced. If Lx

is injective, Lλ has the exchange property by [9], and so there exists a direct
summand Kx of K with KleΏ.N by Remark after Proposition 1. We assume
Lx is reduced. Let E' be the unique maximal injective submodule of L2.
T h e n £ 2 £ ' a n d M = L 1 0 L ί θ E ' , L 5 c L 2 . Accordingly, E=E'®(E{\{Lγ®Lf

2))
and the injective module £* Π (Liθ-Z^) has the exchange property. However,
Lx and ££ are reduced. Hence, En^ξBL'^Q and so E=E'. Therefore,
M=L1®L/

2e>E=K®E. Since iVcurnZ,!, K=π(L1)®π(Lξ) and π(Lλ)eΏ.Ny

where TΓ: M->K.

Lemma 4. L^ί M=MλQ)M2 be torsion free. We assume that the Mi are

completely indecomposable uniform modules. Then M has the extending property

of a cyclic uniform modules if and only if either M1 or M is injective. In this

case M has the extending property.

Proof. "If" part is clear by [5], Theorem 31. We assume Mi = F(Pi)

where Pi= {pi}. Then considering the multiplication by x~m{x^pι—p\) and

using the proof l)-*2) of [5], Theorem 10, we have x~mM1^M2 or x'MM2^iMι.

Hence, either M1 or M2 is injective.

L e m m a 5. Let M be torsion free and reduced. If M has the extending

property of cyclic uniform modules, then M is uniform.

Proof. Since every direct summand of M has the extending property of
cyclic uniform modules by Lemma 2, M has a direct summand M1φM2 with M{

uniform if M is not uniform. Let Mi=F(Pi), i=ly2. Since MX®M2 has
the extending property of cyclic uniform modules, we may assume M=Mλ(&M2.
If P 1 n P 2 Φ 0 (say ί E P i ί l A ) , MlpΦQ and M2pΦQ. However Mp has the
extending property of cyclic uniform modules, which is a contradiction by
Lemma 4. Hence, there exists p^P1—P2. Put N= {x+x'\x^R^Mu x'=
x<=R^M2). Then we obtain M^Lλ@L2 and LlβΏ.N. Now, M[p] = M2

and so M^MjMlp^LJL^p^L^L^p]. Since M1 is uniform, Lι=Lι[p] or
L2=L2[p]. We assume L1=L1[p]. Then L2/L2[p] is torson free. Since L2

is uniform, L2[p]=0. Hence, M2=M[p]=L1[p]®L2[p].=L1. However, 0 =
N Π M2=N Π Li=N, a contradiction. If L2=L2\p], M2=L2 as above. There-
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fore, the identity map R-*R is extended to HomR(Mu M2) by Lemma 1. We
may assume from the first half that there exists q^P2—Px. Then g(Mlq)=

a contradiction. Hence, M is uniform.

Next, we shall study torsion modules. If MΛ is torsion and uniform,
for some p. We indicate it by Ma(p).

Lemma 6. Let M be torsion. We assume M= Σ @MΛ with MΛ uniform.

Then M has the extending property if and only if M== Σ θ ί ^ W ^ Θ M ^ ) ^ )
and I \Mai{p)\-\M«2{p)\ |< l/<κ each p.

Proof. Since E(p) is serial and MΛ is completely indecomposable, we
have the lemma by [5], Theorem 10.

Lemma 7. Let M be torsion. If M has the extending property then M has
the form in Lemma 6, provided M is reduced.

Proof. Since M is torsion, every (indecomposable) uniform submodule
is completely indecomposable. M is a direct sum of ^-primary components
M(p) and it is clear that M{p) has the extending property. Therefore, we may
assume that M is ^-primary and reduced. Let x be in M. Put o(x) =
{r^R\xr=o}=pn and put n=n{x). We first show {n(x)}χ(EM is bounded. Let
N=xR be a uniform submodule of M. Then M=L1φL2 and LleΏ.N. Since
M is reduced, Lλ=yR. If {n(x)}x(=M is not bounded, there exists z in L2 such
tha* n{z)^ιn(y)-\-\. Since L2 has the extending porperty by Remark after Pro-
position 1, L2=L'2®L3 and U2elΞlzR. L&Lί has the extending property, too,
which is a contradiction by Lemma 6. Hence, M=^φMΛ with Ma uniform

as follows: We denote the bounded order of {n(x)}xGM by m. Put A= { 2 θ Λ
cM\Am=Ry and n(ya)=m}. We can find a maximal submodule in A with
respect to the member of direct components by Zorn's lemma, say A=^®Aa.
Then we can find a submodule B of such that Me^A®B and J 3 = Σ φBβ with
Bβ uniform. Then E{M)=^@E{Aΰb)®'Σi®E{Bβ)e^Me^A®B. Let XΪΞM

and x=^x<Λ+Σjχβ'> x*^E(Aa) and xβ^E(Bβ). Since n(x)^my w(^)<w and
AΛ={z\ tΞE(AΛ)y o{z)<im}. Hence, Σ ^ G A Therefore, M = i ® M n ( Σ θ
2?CBβ)) and o(j;)<w for any j<ΞMΓ)(Σ ®E{Bβ)) by the extending property and
the maximality of A. Use induction. Hence, M is of the form in Lemma
6.

Lemma 8. Let M be an R-module. If M has the extending property of
cyclic uniform module, then M/M(t) does.

Proof. Put M=MIM(t). Let aR be a uniform submodule of M. Since

aφM(t)y aR is a torsion free and uniform submodule of M. Hence, we have
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a decomposition M=Lι®L2 and LleΏ.aR. Then L2Ώ.M(t) and so M=LX

L2\M(t) and L1^L

Lemma 9. Let M=M{t)®Mβ have the extending property and let Mβ be
torsion free and uniform. Then M(t) is injective.

Proof. Let N be a uniform submodule of Mβ and /eHom^iV, M(t)).
Then M=Lλ®L2 and LlgΏN(f). Since Lx is torsion free, L2=M{t). Then
/ is extended to an element in Homje(M/3, M(t)) by Lemma 1. Hence, M(t) is
injective by Lemmas 2 and 7 and [5], Lemma 33.

Lemma 10. Let M=E® T with E injective and torsion free and T=E'(B T
with E' torsion and injective and T' torsion free. If T has the extending property,
then M does.

Proof. Let N be a uniform submodule of M. If N is torsion,
Hence, N is essentially extended to a direct summand of M. Let N be torsion
free. If N^E®E\ N is essentially extended to a direct summand by [5],
Proposition 1. We assume N<tE(BE'. Let π: M-+T. Then π\N is an iso-
morphism and N= {*+/(*) I xGπ(N)}, /eHorn* (τr(ΛΓ), E®E'). Since T has
the extending property by Lemma 2, Γ/=Z)10Z>2 and A eΏπ(N). E®Ef being
injective, / is extended to σ E H o m ^ ΰ i ^ φ β ' ) . Since N=π(N)(g), M=
Dλ{g)®D2®E®Ef and Dx(g)^N by Lemma 1.

Proo/ of Theorem 7. We assume M has the extending property. Let
M—E&K with JS injective and K reduced. Then K has the extending property
by Lemma 3. Assume K is torsion. Then K is of the form 1) by Lemma 6.
In this case every indecomposable module is completely indecomposable. Hence,
every direct summand of M has the extending property by Remark after Proposi-
tion 1. We assume Z?Φ0. If E is not torsion, K is injective by Lemma 9. If
E is torsion, K=0 by Lemma 6. In either case, K =0 if i?Φθ and M is injective
and is of the form 2). Next, we assume K has a torsion free uniform submodule
N. Then K=Lι®L2 and LleΏ.N. If L2 is not torsion, L2 contains a torsion
free and uniform submodule N'. Let K=L2φL3 and L2eΏ.N'. Then since
1,2* Π L2ΏN', L'2<^L2 (see the proof of Lemma 2). Hence, K^L&L'^LΪ and
Zq, Li are uniform and torsion free. Since K(t)CkL'2 , LX®L2 is isomorphic
to a direct summand of K/K(t). KjK{t) has the extending property of cyclic
uniform modules by Lemma 8 and so does LX®L2 by Lemma 2, which is a
contradiction by Lemma 5. Hence, L2=K(t) and K(t) is injective by Lemma
9. Thus, M is of the form 2). Conversely, if M is of the form 1), M has the
extending property by Lemma 6 and [9]. Let M be of the form 2) and E=
E(t)®E'. Then E{t)®K has the extending property by [5], Theorem 31.
Therefore, M=-E'ξ&E{t)®K has the extending property by Lemma 10.
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REMARKS. 1. Let Z and p be as in Remark in §3. Let M be an essential

extension of (Z/p2)(/) in JΪZ/p2. Then M has the extending property of sim-

ple modules, but not of uniform modules unless Λί=(Z//>2)(/).

2. Let R be a commutative and noetherian ring and let {Pt}?»i be a set of

distinct non maximal prime ideals in R. We put M = Σ θ Λ / P f . Then every

uniform submodule of M is contained in some i?/P,. Hence, M has the ex-
tending property of direct sums of independent submodules. We note that
each RjPi is neither completely indecomposable (if i?/Pt is not local) nor quasi-
injective and does not satifty (M-I) (see Theorem 2 and [5], Theorem 22). We
further assume R is integral. If the conclusions of [5], Theorem 31 are true, then
R is a Dedekind domain.
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